Abstract-This paper investigates a genetic algorithm based space exploration mission design and trajectory development procedure that allows to determine non-intuitive optimal transfer trajectories to deep-space objects (such as asteroids) that might otherwise be difficult to approach using simpler, analytical methods. Through this methodology, two algorithms are developed. The first one calculates a direct trajectory to Ceres from Earth, and the second calculates a trajectory to Ceres that gets a gravity assist from Mars en route. Simulation results demonstrate the power of such genetic algorithms based methodologies of obtaining global optimal solutions/paths/trajectories.
INTRODUCTION
On satellites, or generally speaking any type of deep-space exploration spacecraft, every kilogram of mass becomes a crucial component of overall mission design. Controlling the mass of the spacecraft throughout the design process is vital to the success of the assigned task. Getting to a target in space requires fuel to be expended, and every kilogram of fuel that must be launched is a kilogram of scientific equipment that must be sacrificed in order for the mission to remain feasible. The ability to optimize the deep space exploration trajectories in a way that minimizes the fuel requirement (i.e. ΔV ) is key to greater scientific return (such as maximized life time of the spacecraft, maximum distance traveled, ...etc)
978-1-4673-7676-1/16/$31.00 c 2016 IEEE and in some cases is the only way for the desired mission to succeed. In that sense, by limiting the number of maneuvers (or ΔV ) that are needed to reach the target of interest, a mission's effectiveness can be maximized through more equipment and/or an extended life at the target, if the mission is propellant-limited.
From this perspective, this paper aims to explore the use of a class of non-deterministic optimization algorithms in finding indirect trajectories to interplanetary targets, and minimize the associated fuel consumption throughout the mission. This class of algorithms, known as genetic algorithms, have been studied before as means of improving interplanetary trajectories. In Xu et al. [1] , a genetic algorithm was used to optimize launch and deep space maneuver parameters to enable closer approaches to two opportunistic asteroids en route to their main target. In another study, a genetic algorithm tool (GA-LOMUSIT) for finding trajectories to predetermined targets has been developed (in FORTRAN 77) and improved upon by many parties, which was then used by Molenaar [2] to determine an optimized trajectory for an Uranus orbiter. This tool is rather sophisticated in a sense that it allows for multimodal optimization and was improved later on allowing for deep space maneuver optimization as well. The trajectories found make use of planetary flybys in an attempt to reduce the fuel consumption over a direct to target trajectory. In another valuable study, Izzo et al. [3] discusses a deterministic search space pruning algorithm for multiple gravity assist problem. Vasile and De Pascale [4] discusses a preliminary design of multiple gravity assist maneuvers as a global optimization method based on a hybrid genetic algorithm methodology. Gad and Abdelhalik [5] concentrated their efforts on implementation of genetic algorithms on free number of deep space maneuvers. Petropoulos and Longuski [6] provided results for the gravity-assists which are modeled as discontinuities in velocity arising from an instantaneous turning of the spacecraft. Lee et al. [7] used a genetic algorithm to adjust optimization parameters used to search for pareto fronts of low thrust orbit transfers.
The genetic algorithm based trajectory mission design presented herein, in complement to the existing studies, is used to optimize increasingly difficult optimization problems starting with simple Hohmann transfer timing problems, and presents the contribution of the study. This methodology then progresses to target rendezvous with intermediate flyby of a chosen planet, and finally progressing to multiple planet flybys in which the specific planets, and their order, are determined as part of the optimization process. This constitutes one of the major novelties introduced by this methodology. In this study, we also show genetic algorithm based methodology's ability to find optimized trajectories to both targets whose trajectories lend themselves to easy rendezvous, such as Main Belt Asteroids or planets, as well as targets that would not be accessible to our current spacecraft technology without the aid of at least one planetary flyby, such as Trans-Neptunian Asteroids or comets [8] . This constitutes the second major novelty introduced by this paper. The ultimate goal of such an endeavor is to be capable of finding non-intuitive trajectories that could take advantage of gravitational anomalies that are sensitive to position, velocity and timing.
By having the algorithm take on increasingly difficult problems in trajectory optimization, this paper aims to demonstrate the value of such methods in determining interplanetary trajectories that might be hard to find but easy to verify once the trajectory is obtained. It is also the aim of this paper to show the capabilities of such algorithm when deployed on hardware accessible to the common consumer and thus to any institution that seeks to do research at this juncture between computing science and astrodynamics.
This paper looks at the following trajectory problems with origins at Earth: i) a transfer trajectory to Mars to prove the ability to solve an easy problem with established solutions, ii) transfer to Main Belt Asteroid via Hohmann and Mars flyby to demonstrate fuel savings and optimization capability of a multi-leg problem, iii) transfer to inner system target with multiple, optional planetary flybys to demonstrate ability to optimize the number and order of flybys, iv) transfer to a Trans-Neptunian object with multiple, optional flybys in which a distant target with higher inclination and eccentricity is intercepted.
It is another intent of the authors to demonstrate the value of genetic algorithms and their related computing methods in solving and understanding some of the open-ended problems presented by hypothetical interplanetary missions, to obtain global feasible solutions.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 a high level discussion of Genetic Algorithms and Lambert's Solution is presented. In Section 3 the genetic algorithm is used to find a direct ballistic trajectory to the target asteroid Ceres. The next several sections use the genetic algorithm to develop trajectories using flybys of Mars (Section 4), a single planet chosen by the algorithm (Section 5), and finally a trajectory consisting of flybys of two planets chosen by the algorithm (Section 6). The paper concludes with an evaluation of the best trajectory discovered and suggestions for future work.
GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED SPACE EXPLORATION MISSION DESIGN

Genetic Algorithm
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a non-deterministic process in which potential solutions to a problem are evaluated, ranked against each other, and later on manipulated to create other potentially improved solutions [9] . GA's are excellent tools for working through problems that have many valid solutions, but most of the solutions are sub-optimal or infeasible, where in some cases the obtained optimal solution is non-intuitive. Some common terminology encountered when working with GA's is given in Table 1 , for completeness of the problem description.
Genetic Algorithms use a function or model to evaluate potential solutions that are defined by a number of parameters. This function results in a value indicating the suitability of the solution to solve the problem at hand. The genetic algorithm uses the selection, crossover, and mutation processes to generate new potential solutions to the problem.
The selection process typically favors the solutions that have a better evaluation. Figure 1 shows some possible selection schemes. In most cases desirable solutions are awarded high fitness values and so a selection method that favors high fitness values is typically used. In the event that the genetic algorithm is used to minimize an absolute error value, a selection scheme favoring low valued solutions would be used. While some selection pressure must be applied in order to successfully move towards a solution, care must be taken that the selection scheme doesn't apply too much selection pressure in order to preserve the solution diversity that is created during the initial seeding of the population. Figure  2 shows how selection schemes can be made more or less biased. In this case the selection schemes become more biased towards high fitness solutions. In the extreme case, most of the solutions may never be selected for creating new solutions, even though they may have some parameters that could result in better solutions if recombined properly with another solution. Figure 2 . Four selection schemes for choosing parent chromosomes. A randomized value in the range (0,1) is chosen on the x-axis and solution associated with the corresponding fitness value is used as a parent. The most extreme bias gives solutions in the bottom half of the ranking a combined chance of less than 10% of being selected.
Concepts Utilized
The GA used in this paper is a relatively simple implementation utilizing the following concepts:
Fixed Population Size: The population size of each run was fixed at 300 chromosomes. The case described in Section 4 uses 50 chromosomes as it was from an earlier version of the algorithm.
Single Generation Replacement: The next generation consisted entirely of the offspring produced by the current generation.
Stochastic Crossover and Mutation: Where crossover between chromosomes would occur and which genes would be altered by mutation was determined at random. This occasionally yields offspring that are the same as the parents chosen to generate them.
Elitism: The best two solutions in each generation were moved into the next generation with no changes. This ensured that the best solution would not be "lost" to the random operators described above.
Lambert's Equation
The genetic algorithm will work to patch together a series of trajectories that are determined through applying Lambert's Solution [10] [11] between various points in the solar system. By determining the velocity vectors at the inbound and outbound segments of each encounter, a gravity assist maneuver can be determined that will patch the incoming and outgoing hyperbolas as seen from the planet-centric perifocal coordinate system.
Lambert's equation is ideal for computing the end points of the trajectory legs between the gravity assist maneuvers because it reduces the problem of generating potential solutions to the following process:
1. Selecting the initial launch date. 2. Selecting the next planet for flyby. 3. Selecting the time to reach the next planet in the flyby sequence. 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 as needed. 5. Selecting the time to reach the target from the last planet in the flyby sequence.
In the event that a direct trajectory to the target is desired, steps 2 and 3 may also be omitted.
Given the starting date and the time spans of each leg, planetary position is interpolated from a lookup table consisting of the planet position and velocity in 5 day intervals from January 1st, 2000 through Dec 29th, 2029. This information provides the end point locations of each leg in the trajectory.
Gravity Assist Maneuvers
The key to reaching distant or high energy targets in our solar system lies in performing one or more planetary fly-by's to exchange orbital energy between the satellite and the planet.
In an ideal case, no fuel must be expended by the spacecraft as it flies past the planet. In this case the planet serves to redirect the sun-relative velocity of the spacecraft which can be interpreted as a maneuver of equivalent ΔV at the same location if the planet was not present. Figure 3 shows an example scenario of the benefits that the gravity assist maneuver could bring into the mission design. This flyby will also be investigated further in Section 4. More likely, the spacecraft will expend some fuel to adjust the velocity it will have as it leaves the planet. This can be done most efficiently by performing the maneuver at the periapse of the orbit due to the Oberth effect [12] .
GRAVITY ASSISTED TRAJECTORY PLANNING -PHASE 1: EARTH-TARGET TRAJECTORY
The first phase of establishing the algorithm was to develop a direct transfer problem. This tests the ability of the algorithm to converge to a Hohmann-like trajectory. The launch origin is the Earth, and the target of interest is Ceres as it will make for a good target in Phases 2 and 3 as well. The time span of interest is from January 1st 2000 through December 29th 2029. This date range was chosen to provide a wide range of launch opportunities and to ensure that trajectories to more distant targets using multiple flybys are feasible without having to expand the data set. Given that the available search space provides several opportunities for this type of trajectory, it is expected that repeated runs of the algorithm may not converge to the same launch dates, though the flight times should be similar given the near-circular orbits of the origin and target.
ΔV Computation Method
The ΔV of the mission was computed in the following manner:
• Lambert's equation is used to compute the sol-centric V ∞ vector when leaving the origin and arriving at the target.
• The origin V ∞ vector is shifted into the origin planet reference frame.
• The velocity magnitude at a periapse altitude of 300 km which is compared to the velocity magnitude of a circular parking orbit at the same altitude to obtain the departure ΔV .
• The difference between the target V ∞ vector and the target velocity vector is the arrival ΔV .
• The departure ΔV and the arrival ΔV are added together for the total ΔV of the mission.
Chromosome
The chromosome consists of the following parameters:
The launch date (Julian Date). dt 1 : The duration of the transfer from the origin to the target in seconds.
Results
The GA was run 65 times with a population size of 300 in each run. Using a large population attempts to provide thorough coverage of the search space, while performing multiple runs attempts to reduce the chances that a solution representing a local minimum doesn't out-compete solutions that could evolve into global minimum solutions. Using small population sizes ensures rapid convergence in each simulation since less of the search space is being considered, while larger populations makes it more likely that the global optimum will be found. Multiple runs with medium population sizes has been found to be a good middle ground between these two options. /for this specific scenario, the chromosome given in Table 2 yielded the best results. The results in Table 3 were obtained for a direct trajectory to Ceres from Earth. If it is assumed that the rocket used to launch the spacecraft will boost the spacecraft onto the trajectory, then the spacecraft will only be responsible for a little over 5 km/s of ΔV , which is considerably low compared to overall mission perspective. 
GRAVITY ASSISTED TRAJECTORY PLANNING -PHASE 2: EARTH-MARS-TARGET TRAJECTORY
The second phase of developing the algorithm was to include a planetary flyby of Mars en route to the target to pick up a beneficial gravity slingshot boost on the way to the target.
Chromosome
The launch date (Julian Date). dt 1 : The duration of the transfer from the origin to Mars in seconds. dt 2 : The duration of the transfer from Mars to the target in seconds.
ΔV Computation Method
The ΔV of the mission was more complicated to compute than in Phase 1. For Phase 2, ΔV was computed in the following manner:
• Lambert's equation is used to compute the sol-centric V ∞ vector when leaving the origin and arriving at the gravity assist planet. It was then used a second time to compute the V ∞ leaving the gravity assist planet and arriving at the target.
• The origin V ∞ vector is shifted into the origin planet reference frame and the departure ΔV is calculated as in Phase 1.
• The difference between the target V ∞ vector and the target velocity vector is the arrival ΔV just as in Phase 1.
• The ΔV for the fly-by is calculated as described below.
• The departure ΔV , the arrival ΔV , and the fly-by ΔV are added together for the total ΔV of the mission.
Fly-By ΔV -The ΔV for the fly-by is calculated by first converting the sol-centric inbound and outbound V ∞ from the gravity assist planet into planet-centric inbound and outbound V ∞ . Then the desired turning angle from the planet-centric inbound V ∞ to the planet-centric outbound V ∞ is determined.
At this point, a periapse radius is chosen where the two hyperbolic orbits will be patched together and the resulting turn angle is calculated. The calculated turn angle is compared to the desired turn angle and the periapse radius is iterated on until the calculated turn angle is equal to the desired turn angle. The periapse velocities are computed for the inbound and outbound hyperbolic orbits and the fly-by ΔV is determined from the difference.
It is important to note that the algorithm does not look at the sol-centric gravity boost gains as the sol-centric ΔV from performing a gravity boost does not necessarily translate directly into fuel usage (if any) at periapse.
Results
The GA was run numerous times with a population size of 50 in each run. The chromosome in Table 4 yielded the best results. The results in Table 5 were obtained for a trajectory to Ceres from Earth with the aforementioned flyby of Mars.
If it is assumed that the rocket used to launch the spacecraft will boost the spacecraft onto the trajectory from low Earth orbit, then the spacecraft will only be responsible for a little over 5.3 km/s of ΔV . 
GRAVITY ASSISTED TRAJECTORY PLANNING -PHASE 3: EARTH -(N) PLANET-TARGET TRAJECTORY
The third phase in developing the algorithm is giving the algorithm the ability to choose which planet to fly by to obtain a gravity boost. This was a necessary step in generalizing the code to use any number of planets in later developments. The process for calculating the ΔV of the trajectory is essentially unchanged from the Earth-Mars-Target method, except that the parameters of any planet may be used in lieu of Mars.
A special consideration had to be made in the interest of time to prevent the algorithm from choosing the originating planet (Earth) as the intermediate planet. This is due to the fact that a three dimensional solution for a deep-space maneuver could not be implemented reliably within the algorithm in the time available.
Chromosome
The launch date (Julian Date).
The planet about which the fly-by gravity assist maneuver will be performed. Represented as an integer from 1 to 8 (Pluto excluded). dt 1 : The duration of the transfer from the origin to the planet in seconds. dt 2 : The duration of the transfer from the planet to the target in seconds.
Results
The GA was run 37 times with a population size of 300 in each run. The chromosome in Table 6 yielded the best results. The results in Table 7 were obtained for a trajectory to Ceres from Earth with a flyby past Mars.
It is interesting to note that the best solution found by the GA used Mars as a gravity assist. Most of the simulations settled on a flyby of Venus as the gravity assist, however, none of those solutions were as optimal as the solution shown in Table  6 .
If it is assumed that the rocket used to launch the spacecraft will boost the spacecraft onto the trajectory from low Earth orbit, then the spacecraft will only be responsible for approximately 5.3 km/s of ΔV . 
GRAVITY ASSISTED TRAJECTORY PLANNING -PHASE 4: MULTI-PLANET FLY-BY TO TARGET
This final phase involved simply repeating the generalized flyby code for each planet in sequence. This was done for 2 intermediate.
Two Fly-By Chromosome
The launch date (Julian Date). p 1 : The planet about which the first fly-by gravity assist maneuver will be performed. Represented as an integer from 1 to 8 (Pluto excluded). dt 1 : The duration of the transfer from Earth to p 1 in seconds. p 2 : The planet about which the second fly-by gravity assist maneuver will be performed. Represented as an integer from 1 to 8 (Pluto excluded). dt 2 : The duration of the transfer from p 1 to p 2 in seconds. dt 3 : The duration of the transfer from p 2 to the target in seconds.
Two Flyby Results
The GA was run 10 times with a population size of 300 in each run. The chromosome in Table 8 yielded the best results.
The results in Table 9 were obtained for a trajectory to Ceres from Earth with flybys of Venus and then Earth.
If it is assumed that the rocket used to launch the spacecraft will boost the spacecraft onto the trajectory from low Earth orbit, then the spacecraft will only be responsible for approximately 6.1 km/s of ΔV . 
Three Flyby Results
The GA was run 8 times with a population size of 300 in each run. The chromosome in Table 10 yielded the best results. The results in Table 11 were obtained for a trajectory to Ceres from Earth with flybys of Mars, Earth and then Venus.
If it is assumed that the rocket used to launch the spacecraft will boost the spacecraft onto the trajectory from low Earth orbit, then the spacecraft will only be responsible for approximately 10.1 km/s of ΔV . 
GRAVITY ASSISTED TRAJECTORY PLANNING -PHASE 5: DISTANT, INCLINED TARGET
As a further test of the code, a new target was chosen that introduced new difficulties to the problem. Where the previous trajectories targeted Ceres as the final destination, the new target chosen was the small body Hylonome. Hylonome is a centaur class object with the orbital parameters shown in Table 12 [13] . Hylonome was chosen as a target due to its large orbit. A direct launch to this target would be very difficult if not impossible with today's rocket technology. For this reason, a flyby of an intervening planet would be necessary to reach the target with a reasonable fuel allocation. The genetic algorithm was run as before for a direct trajectory, a single flyby, two flybys, and three flybys. The best result occured with a single flyby of Jupiter and is shown here. Table 14 were obtained for the trajectory to Hylonome with a flyby gravity assist from Jupiter.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper demonstrates a genetic algorithm based methodology which is capable of finding a trajectory to an arbitrary target when given the number of flybys to perform. For the case presented of finding a trajectory to Ceres, the direct The extra dimensions considered in the double flyby simulations hints at the possibility that a population of 300 may not be sufficient to probe the entire search space. That said, the quality of the solution is promising considering the number of feasible yet sub-optimal solutions that could be generated in such a large search space.
As of now the algorithm run time to complete a simulation increases dramatically as more dimensions and more complicated fitness functions are used. This is seen in the number of simulations that could be completed in a similar amount of time in the direct trajectory, single planet gravity assist, and double planet gravity assist cases. The program used to run the simulations was limited to using a single core for each Figure 9 . Single Planet Flyby to Hylonome Simulation Results algorithm type and the three were run in parallel on a quadcore machine. Runtime can be improved through the use of parallel processing and coding techniques as well as general coding improvements.
Some of the future research directions will include: i) Lagrangian points as viable fly-through points on the way to the target where a small ΔV could be used to alter trajectories, ii) the ability to swing by the previously visited planet as part of a turning maneuver similar to that used by the Galileo probe, and iii) the capability for deep space maneuvers, especially those that re-target the previous planet for a new gravity assist or turning maneuver.
